Histologic changes in tissue components of the hyperplastic thyroid gland during its involution in the rat.
Male Fischer rats were fed a low-iodine diet containing thiouracil for 21 days to produce hyperplastic thyroid glands, and then fed a high-iodine diet for various time intervals, from 5 hr to 180 days, in order to study the morphological changes that occur during involution. Thyroids were fixed by perfusion fixation and embedded in Epon. Sections were examined by light microscopy. Initially at 0 days of involution (at the time of the change to the high-iodine diet), follicular lumens were very narrow and capillary lumens were very wide. The capsule was thick and infiltrated with mononuclear leukocytes. No obvious changes occurred for 1 day after the change in diet, but shortly thereafter capillary lumens began to narrow. By 4 days, most capillary lumens were close to normal size; capillaries formed a more or less normal bed except that many were embedded in a relatively thick or wide interfollicular matrix. This matrix was largely gone by 21 days. Between 1 and 21 days, follicular lumens dilated progressively as colloid accumulated. The density of staining of the accumulated colloid varied from follicle to follicle, and this variation was also observed in older controls. Inflammatory cells gradually disappeared from the capsule and most were gone by 15 days. Starting at approximately 15 days and continuing to 180 days, one or more disintegrating cells were found in some lumen profiles. Colloid goiters were not observed in these rats even after several months of involution. Some lumens were rather large, however, and small fractions of the follicles, both small and large, were bounded by flat cells and resembled "cold" follicles morphologically.